
 

 

KARSTEN’S WORLD 
Astronavigation Data:    Karsten’s World System, 
Gordian Reach sector, Outer Rim Territories 

Orbital Metrics :   382 days per year / 34 hours per 
day. 

Government:    Oligarchy 

Population:   1,000,000,000 (90% Human, 10% 
Other) 

Languages :   Basic 

Terrain :   Grassland 

Major Cities :   Numin City,  

Areas of Interest :   Terminus Prison (Moon), 
Karsten’s Folly 

Major Exports :   Agricultural Foodstuffs 

Major Imports :   Metals, Agricultural Equipment 

Background :    Karsten’s World, named after the 
pirate-explorer Emeric Karsten, is an idyllic planet of 
temperate clime located on the Edges of the Gordian 
Reach. 

It was discovered during the waning years of the Old 
Republic by Karsten as he was scouting for a place to 
retire. The planet was uninhabited except for herds 
of wild banthacs (small distant cousins of bantha), 
and Karsten felt it a perfect world to set up shop as a 
vacation retreat and put his piratical past behind 
him. 

Initially things went well, but the planet lacked metal 
deposits and this hampered Karsten’s vision. He 
started a mining venture on the small mineral rich 
moon, but it failed after several decades. The cost of 
importing goods to this backwater world soon 
crippled Karsten and he eventually died penniless 
before his dream could become a reality. 

After Karsten’s death, others attempted to finish his 
vision, but none were economically successful. 
Eventually a consortium of off-world companies 
bought the rights to the planet and started importing 
agricultural tools and equipment.  

Soon Karsten’s World was turned into an agri world 
that supplied an ever hungry galaxy. 

Many a freighter captain has taken the Karsten run 
as a way to make solid reliable credits, shipping 
agricultural machines and metals on planet in 
exchange for the food they produce. 

There are still numerous private hunting lodges and 
retreats scattered across the plains. 

Terminus Prison 

The mine that was located on the unnamed moon orbiting Karsten’s World, was turned into 
a prison by the agri-consortium who took over after Karsten’s death. It became known as 
Terminus (or “The End of the Line”) as a joke to the backwater nature of the locale. The 
moon is airless and inhospitable and conditions in the mine itself aren’t much better. There 
are rumours that the Empire have an interest in the prison complex. 


